Summary. -Photonic structures are playing an increasingly important role in energy efficiency. In particular, they can help to control the flow of light and improve the optical properties of photovoltaic solar cells. We will explain the physics of light transport in such structures with a special focus on disordered materials.
-Introduction
The quest for efficient harvesting of solar radiation is extremely relevant in the renewable energy field. Research has an interdisciplinary character, ranging from material science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] to optics [7, 8] and nanophotonics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Particular attention is dedicated to the so-called third-generation solar cells, among which thin-film technologies provide a promising alternative to standard silicon cells or to cells based on sometimes very expensive and rare, materials (e.g., CdTe, CIGS) [4] . Due to the reduced thickness of these thin films (even below 1 μm), strategies to increase their performances can play an important role. Different approaches can be followed amongst which the design and fabrication of engineered photonic structures. This can either lead to enhanced absorption, or can reduce the amount of required material and hence reduce fabrication costs. Nanophotonics offers interesting possibilities for improving solar cell absorption [14] [15] [16] . Standard optics is limited by an upper thermodynamical limit [17] , which can however be surpassed by nanophotonic strategies in particular when the absorbing films are extremely thin [18] . Through different photonic architectures it is possible to augment the optical absorption by, for instance, trapping light within ultra-thin films [14] , or even manipulate the photon density of state [15] or slowing down light in absorbing thin films. This can be achieved by periodic photonic structures [14, 15] or disordered ones [19] [20] [21] , as it has been recently proposed in a two-dimensional system [22] in which disorder modes are on the verge of light (Anderson) localization [23] [24] [25] .
In these proceedings we will focus on the optics of disordered systems. Disorder can slow down transport or increase the path length of light inside a material, and thus significantly increasing the probability of light to be absorbed. Different degrees of disorder can be used to control the transport. Also, different dimensions of the disordered system give rise to significantly different optical properties, providing a variety of possible strategies, depending on the specific geometries of the system. index is modulated can have various optical properties depending on the type of modulation. In a disordered structure, light propagation is dominated by multiple scattering. In very first approximation this process can be considered as a random walk from one scattering element to another. However, this simplified description does not take into account the wave nature of light and the resulting fascinating interference effects. The arrangement and density of scattering elements can make the effects of interference dominant. For instance, ordered dielectric systems, with a lattice constant comparable to the wavelength, behave as a crystal for light waves. When the scattering strength is high enough a photonic bandgap is expected to occur [26, 27] . On the other hand, light waves in disordered materials undergo random multiple scattering, that to first order, by averaging over different realizations of disorder, can be described as a diffusive type of transport. What makes disordered systems interesting is that interference effects can survive the random multiple scattering. Interference of light in random dielectric systems influences the transport in a way that is similar to the interference that occurs for electrons when they propagate in disordered conducting materials. As a result, light propagation in disordered systems shows many similarities with the propagation of electrons in (semi)conductors. Various phenomena that are common for electron transport have now also been found to exist for light waves [28] . Important examples are weak localization [29] , the photonic Hall effect [30] , optical magneto resistance [31] , Anderson localization [32] , Bloch oscillations and Zener tunneling [33, 34] , and universal conductance fluctuations [35] . In the case of Anderson localization the interference effects are so strong that the transport comes to a halt and the light becomes localized in randomly distributed modes inside the system. By engineering the distribution of scattering elements, control on light propagation can be achieved, with great use for photovoltaic applications. In particular, light can be slowed down in the material increasing the probability of light-matter interaction. As a consequence light can be "held" in the material longer that it would do in its homogeneous counterpart experiencing an effectively thicker material. This could be of paramount importance for photovoltaic applications, for which the reduction of material use, for economical and technical reasons, is constantly pursed.
2
. 2. Disordered structures and random walks. -Disordered materials can be created in a variety of ways, amongst which one of the most simple ways maybe that of grinding solids into fine powders. Alternative approaches include etching of glasses or semiconductors such as silicon [36] and gallium phosphide [37] . For photovoltaic application the fabrication of disorder material has to be handled with a certain care. The quality of the atomic structure has to be extremely good in order to avoid the occurrence of defect sates in the electronic band structure, ensuring a good electronic transport. As mentioned above, light propagation in disordered materials can be described in first approximation as a random walk process, analogous to the Brownian motion of particles in a fluid [38] . Having scattering elements homogeneously distributed in space generally leads to a diffusive type of transport. In such a regime, light transport is often studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations, in which certain assumptions on the function describing the distribution of step-length between two scattering events have to be made. Normally, the step length distribution has finite moments which unequivocally leads, due to the Central-Limit Theorem, to a normal distribution of the step size and to a Brownian-like transport ( fig. 1 ), which in turn can be described by diffusion theory (see next section). The multiple scattering process significantly slows down the propagation of light and thus increasing the probability of absorption. The effect of absorption on light transport can be implemented easily in Monte Carlo simulations by adding a certain probability P a to be absorbed at each step, following the well-known Lambert-Beer's law P a = e −αs , where s is the step length and α is the absorption coefficient of the material in which the multiple scattering occurs.
-Diffusion theory
In the following sections we will describe the theoretical basis that is often used to model light transport in random media. Before considering interference, our starting point is that of diffusive transport. In the diffusion approximation, the propagation of the intensity is described as a random walk with a characteristic mean free path . Only the intensity and not the electric field itself is considered, so the wave character of the light is not taken into account. Usually also the vector nature of light is disregarded. In reality, there are two polarization channels over which light is distributed in the scattering process. In practise though, often good agreement can be found between scalar diffusion theory and experimental data for light backscattered from a disordered sample when the appropriate polarization channels are considered. A typical diffusion equation for the intensity I(r, t) can be written as follows [39] :
where D is the Boltzmann diffusion constant, which, in case of an exponential step-length distribution is given by D = 1 3 v, with the transport mean free path (see below), v is the transport velocity for the light inside the medium, and i is the inelastic mean free path. Note that a proper definition of the intensity in terms of the electric field will be given in sect. 4, where we will deal with multiple scattering and include interference effects. The diffusion equation as written above is used now to introduce some basic concepts.
3
. 1. Important length scales for diffusive systems. -The characteristic length scales relevant for the scattering of the light, are the transport mean free path and the scattering mean free path s . The scattering mean free path is defined as the average distance between two scattering events. For a random distribution of small particles, s is given by
with n the density of the scattering particles and σ sc their scattering cross-section. The transport mean free path is defined as the average distance the light travels from some arbitrary point A in the sample, before its memory of direction of propagation it had at A is lost. For isotropic scattering, is equal to s . For anisotropic scattering, and if Anderson localization effects can be neglected, the transport mean free path is given by
where cos θ is the average cosine of the scattering angle for one scatterer.
-Interference effects: transport beyond diffusion
In the diffusion approximation we are missing a fundamental aspect of light transport, namely that of interference between multiply scattered waves. To take that into account properly we have to develop a transport theory that considers the multiple scattering of the electric field instead of the intensity, in such a way that none of the phase information is lost. Starting point is the set of Maxwell's equations for the electric and magnetic field. Green's function theory is then used to derive perturbation expansions both for the electric field and the intensity.
Starting from Maxwell's equations, the electric field can be shown to fulfill the timedependent wave equation [40] :
The second term in this equation, containing the gradient of (r), is zero in regions of space where (r) is constant. We will regard a collection of particles with a constant refractive index in a surrounding medium with another constant refractive index, so (r) is constant inside and outside the particles. In that case, the second term in eq. (4.4) determines the boundary condition for the electric field at the particle boundary, and is zero elsewhere. By using a Fourier transformation with respect to time, the explicit time dependence in eq. (4.4) can be removed, and all harmonics of the resulting Fourier representation will follow the time-independent Helmholtz equation:
where E(r) denotes one of the field components of the electric field, inside or outside the scatterers. The same equation holds for the magnetic field components. Here (r) is the (random) place-dependent dielectric constant of the system, ω the frequency of the electric field, and c 0 the vacuum speed of light. The wave equation can be written as
where V (r) is the scattering potential defined as
. For a collection of point-like scatterers with polarizability α 0 , in a surrounding medium with dielectric constant 1, the scattering potential is given by
with r i the positions of the scatterers. For a subwavelength scatterer of spherical shape with dielectric constant 1 and radius a in vacuum, the polarizability is given by α 0 = a
one can write the solution to eq. (4.6) formally as
where E in (r 1 ) is a solution of the homogeneous wave equation obtained by taking V (r) = 0 in eq. (4.6). E in (r 1 ) represents the incoming coherent wave. G 0 (r 1 , r 2 ) is also referred to as the bare Green's function and describes the propagation of the field in a medium without scatterers. It is given by
with k = ω/c 0 . By iterating the recursion relation eq. (4.9), one obtains the following perturbation series for the electric field:
where all integrals are taken over the volume of the sample. The above expression depends on E in . To describe the propagation of the field in the medium independently of E in , we use the total Green's function G(r 1 , r 2 ) which is defined as the solution of (4.12)
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The Green's function G(r 1 , r 2 ) describes the field at any point r 1 in the medium, due to a source at r 2 . The perturbation series for G(r 1 , r 2 ) is G (r 1 , r 2 ) = G 0 (r 1 , r 2 ) − dr a G 0 (r 1 , r a )V (r a )G 0 (r a , r 2 ) (4.13)
Note that V (r ) (given by eq. (4.7)) contains the contributions from all scatterers. The first term of (4.13) describes propagation without scattering, the second term equals the sum of all single scattering contributions, the third term the sum of all double-scattering contributions, etc. To simplify the notation often Feynman-type scattering diagrams are used [38] . With such a diagrammatic notation it is easier to notice the occurrence of recurrent scattering events. These are events in which a wave is scattered by a specific scatterer, scattered by at least one other scatterer and then returns to this specific scatterer again. For relatively weak scattering (diluted systems), recurrent scattering events can be neglected. This is the so-called independent scattering approximation in which the presence of other scatterers does not influence a single scattering. In a denser system (strong scattering) the recurrent scattering events have a more relevant contribution, but the nature of the transport remain diffusive [38] . The total Green's function G(r 1 , r 2 ) depends on the positions of the scatterers, requiring to know exactly the distribution of the scatterers to infer the transport properties of the systems. A useful quantity is the averaged or "dressed" Green's function G(r 1 − r 2 ), which is obtained by averaging G(r 1 , r 2 ) over the positions of the scatterers. When the distribution of scatterers is truly randomized the phase of the scattered field averaged out, thus significantly simplifying the problem( 1 ). In the self-avoiding multiple-scattering approximation G(r 1 − r 2 ) can be calculated from (4.13), by Fourier transforming to momentum space. In momentum space the summation can be performed and after transforming back to real space one finds (4.14)
where K = (ω/c 0 ) 2 + nt is the (complex) effective k-vector for the light inside the sample, with n the density of scatterers. Given the complexity of measuring fields at optical frequencies it is very useful to move from the field propagator to the intensity propagator. The intensity is defined as the energy that crosses a unit area per unit of time. It is given by the magnitude of the ( 1 ) In the case of a not purely random system, such as correlated (amorphous) disorder, the average is not enough to cancel out the phase relation between the scattered fields and a certain degree of coherence is conserved, leading to a rich spectral response.
cycle average of the Poynting vector E × B, which can be written as
with c 0 the vacuum speed of light, and n the refractive index of the medium. In terms of the total Green's function G(r 1 , r 2 ), the intensity is given by
where G(r 1 , r 2 ) is the unaveraged Green's function. The product G G * describes the intensity at any point in the system due to the product of incoming waves E in E * in . In the independent scattering approximations and applying the average over different realization of disorder, transport of intensity can be described by the average propagator G G * . Exploiting once again the Feynman diagrams it is possible to show that G G * is mostly described by two type of diagrams: the so-called "ladder" diagrams L and "most-crossed" diagrams C [41] . The ladder diagrams describe incoherent transport of the intensity while the most-crossed diagrams describe an interference phenomenon called coherent backscattering, which is explained in the next section.
.
1. Weak localization. -Maybe the most robust of interference phenomena in multiple scattering is that of weak localization [42] which originates from the fundamental concept of reciprocity. In weak localization, interference leads to a net reduction of light transport similar to the weak localization phenomenon for electrons in disordered (semi)conductors and often seen as the precursor to Anderson (or strong) localization of light [43] . Weak localization of light can be observed since it manifests itself as an enhancement of the light intensity in the exact backscattering direction. This enhancement is called the cone of coherent backscattering. Since the first experimental observation of coherent backscattering from colloidal suspensions [42] , the phenomenon has been successfully studied in strongly scattering powders [44, 45] , cold atom gases [46] , semiconductor microcavities [47] , two-dimensional random systems of rods [48] , randomized laser materials [49] , disordered liquid crystals [50, 51] , and even photonic crystals [52] .
The backscattered intensity is usually described in terms of a bistatic coefficient γ (or albedo), defined as the observed scattered flux per solid angle and per unit of observed area of the sample at normalized incident flux. This coefficient is in relation with the return probability of a photon, which is, the probability that the light path in a random walk comes back at its starting point [38] . In terms of the average scattered intensity I(r) and incident intensity I 0 , the bistatic coefficient can be written as with A the observed area of the sample and r the distance from observer to sample.
It is convenient to separate the total bistatic coefficient γ t into the contribution from most-crossed diagrams γ c and from ladder diagrams, with the latter further separated into the single scattering contribution γ s and multiple scattering contribution γ :
By making use of the propagator described in the previous paragraph, the bistatic coefficients can be calculated as, for single scattering:
for the multiple scattering ladder diagrams (describing the diffuse background):
with (4.23) and for the most-crossed diagrams (describing interference):
In these expressions, the angular dependence is determined by the following parameters: As mentioned before, μ s = cos θ, with θ the angle between the outgoing wave vector k s andẑ, L is the sample thickness, z 0 = 0.7104 , and κ e is the extinction coefficient given by κ e = −1 s + −1
i . In the limit L → ∞ (i.e. for a semi-infinite slab), the expression for γ c reduces to
The physical interpretation of γ and γ c is the following. γ describes the (incoherent) backscattered intensity due to diffusion without interference. Its angular dependence is weak (see dashed line fig. 2 ): it decreases slowly at larger angles. This angular dependence is due to the fact that under larger outgoing angles, the light travels through a larger part of the sample, having a larger chance to be scattered or absorbed. The intensity described by γ c originates from interference between reciprocal waves( 2 ). Because a random dielectric system obeys reciprocity, any partial wave that propagates over some distance through the sample and then leaves the illuminated area in the backscattering ( 2 ) Optical measurements on linear physical systems obey the general principal of reciprocity, i.e. their results are invariant with respect to an interchange of source and detector. In the case of a conservative system, reciprocity is equivalent to time-reversal symmetry.
direction will have a counterpropagating counterpart that follows the same path in the opposite direction. These counterpropagating partial waves have travelled over the same distance in the sample and interfere therefore constructively in the backscattering direction. This is what is described by the most-crossed diagrams. The angular dependence of γ c is strong: it decays rapidly moving away from the exact backscattering direction (see solid line fig. 2 ). Away from exact backscattering, a phase difference develops between the counterpropagating waves that depends on the relative orientation of the points where the waves leave the sample. For the ensemble of light paths, the relative phases will therefore gradually randomize. After averaging over all light paths, this leads to the cone of enhanced backscattering described by γ c [38] .
Given the relation between the bistatic coefficient and the return probability, we immediately infer ( fig. 2 ) that the probability of return to the origin is twice as large as what one would expect from diffusion theory, due to the interference effect. As the scattering strength increases, the cone becomes larger, and thus the probability that the light paths bends back increases with respect to diffusion.
4
. 2. Strong localization. -The most surprising of interference phenomena in random systems is that of Anderson localization, which was originally discovered for electron transport. In Anderson localization of light, diffusion comes to a halt due to interference( 3 ). When the scattering strength of a material is increased (and hence further decreased), a phase transition into an Anderson localized state is expected to occur at k ≤ 1, with k the wave vector of the light [32, 54] . For k > 1 the transport is diffusive, which is the case in most of the available disordered dielectric materials.
Ideally such reduction of transport could be exploited for photovoltaic applications. Strong localization of light in 3D random systems requires, however, very strong scattering and, although some experimental evidence of its existence has been shown [32] , no direct observation of this phenomena for 3D systems has been reported so far. Nevertheless, in order to obtain an significant enhancement of the absorption, it should be enough to work at the transition threshold, the so-called mobility edge. It has been predicted, but yet not experimentally proven, that for strong enough scattering strength, close to the localized regime, transport is slow down so much that light absorption significantly increases [55] .
The phenomenon can be studied also in lower-dimensional systems like random dielectric multi-layers (1D) [56] [57] [58] , see fig. 3a , or random holes distribution in thin films (2D) [25] , see fig. 4a . One and two-dimensional optical systems have the advantage that, for large enough samples, localization always sets in ( fig. 3b and 4b) . That is, there is no phase transition as described above for 3D systems and transport is dominated by localized modes independently of the amount of disorder.
To what extent Anderson localization can help for absorption enhancement is still
The shape of the coherent backscattering cone described in the previous section is very sensitive to strong localization effects and can be used to map the proximity of an Anderson localization transition [53] . under investigation. Three-dimensional systems in which light unequivocally localized are still to be discovered and thus possible applications can only be hypothetical. Much more promising are 2D structures [22] , for which disorder photonic media can fabricated with techniques compatible with state-of-the-art solar cells fabrication methods. 
-Alternative photonic strategies
So far we have been dealing with disordered system made out of dielectric materials. However, in the last decade an increasing interest for metal-dielectric nanostructures to exploit for photovoltaic applications is developing [59] . The advantage of using metallic scattering elements is primarily due to complex permittivity of the constituent materials (e.g., gold, silver, aluminum, etc.) which has a two-fold consequence on the optical response of the nano-object: i) the optical properties are often resonant, allowing to select a certain spectral range, and ii) a huge field enhancement close to the object surface can occur, increasing tremendously the light matter interaction in the vicinity of the object. Both effects are due to a coupled state between the electrons bound to the metal and the impinging electromagnetic wave, the so-called plasmon polariton [60] . Also in this case the photonic structure can be periodic (e.g., nanostructured backreflectors [61] or arrays of nanoparticles [62] ), or disordered (e.g., disordered arrays [63] or suspensions of metallic nanoparticles [64] ). In fig. 5a the calculated extinction, scattering and absorption crosssections (SCS) for aluminum nanoparticles of diameter 50 nm and 70 nm is shown [64] . The choice of the radius and material employed has been made to obtain a resonant effect of the scattering properties to harvest the UV region of the solar radiation. In this way a suspension of these particles in an absorbing medium increases the optical path of the UV radiation, as shown by the measured and calculated absorption enhancement in fig. 5b , leaving almost unperturbed the propagation of light at different frequencies.
-Conclusions
Nanophotonics provides a great variety of solutions for increasing light-matter interaction which can be exploited to improve the performance of the absorbing materials of which we have discussed only few examples. Engineering disorder was one of the first approaches used with this intent [17] and still its application in the photovoltaic field is vastly studied. Due to the optical "robustness" it can provide, the broadband response and the possibility to grow cheap structures, it is interesting to study disordered architectures for future implementation in new generation of solar cells. * * * This work was financially supported by the European community via the NoE on Nanophotonics for Energy.
